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INTRODUCTION 
Let R be a commutative ring, let J be a Hopf algebra over R which has an 
antipode and is a finitely generated, projective R-module, and let I* be the dual 
of J. A definition of J-Galois algebra, applicable to non-associative as well as 
associative R-algebras, and a definition of normal basis for a J-Galois algebra 
are given; and it is shown that every associative J-Galois algebra has an identity 
element when J is either commutative or cocommutative. For a cocommutative 
Hopf algebra J, the structure of an abelian group is given to the set Z’(J) of 
isomorphism classes of ]-Galois algebras and the set A(J) of isomorphism 
classes of associative J-Galois algebras is a subgroup of T(J). Also, ifL is a functor 
from the category of commutative rings to the category of abelian groups, 
cohomology groups H”(J*,L) are defined. Letting U and P be the units and 
Picard functors, respectively, there is an exact sequence of groups: 0 + 
fW*, u> - 4J) -+ HYJ*, P) --f H3(J*, U); and the elements of H2(J*, U) 
correspond to the isomorphism classes of associative J-Galois algebras which 
have normal bases. If G is a finite, abelian group and J* is the group algebra 
R[c;l, the groups HnL(J*, U) are the Harrison cohomology groups of G over R. 
The definitions of J-Galois algebra and normal basis and examples are given 
in section 1 of the paper. Also the association of units in the algebra J* @ j* 
with ]-Galois algebras which have normal bases is considered here. Hopf 
algebras 1 which are either commutative or cocommutative are considered in 
Section 2, and it is shown that for any J-Galois algebra S there exists an associa- 
tive, commutative R-algebra T with identity element such that T is a faithfully 
flat R-module and S @ T is a j @ T-Galois algebra with normal basis over T. 
From this result and the structure of Galois algebras with normal bases, one 
obtains the theorem that every associative f-Galois algebra has an identity 
element. In Section 3, J is required to be cocommutative and a J-Galois algebra 
is described as a finitely generated, projective J*-module X of rank one together 
with a map of X OR J* onto X OR X which satisfies certain conditions. The 
structure of a group on T(J) and an epimorphism of T(J) onto Hl(J*, P) are 
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obtained from this description, and the desired long exact sequence of groups 
follows easily. 
1. GALOIS ALGEBRAS AND NORMAL BASES 
Let R be a given commutative ring with identity element 1. An R-module 
will always be assumed to be unital, and subscripts will be omitted from the 
symbols @ and Horn when they denote respectively tensor product and group 
of module homomorphisms for pairs of R-modules. For R-modules M and N, 
Q- will denote the R-module isomorphism of M @ N onto N @ M such that 
dX@Y) =YO f x x or x in M and y in N, and M* will denote the dual module 
Hom(M, R). If (T is a R-module homomorphism of M into N, a* will denote 
the adjoint map of N* into M *. Note that if M and N are finitely generated, 
projective R-modules; then so are M* and N*, and there are natural iso- 
morphisms by which M may be identified with M** and M* @ N* may be 
identified with (M @ N)*. Finally, if X is an object of some category, let the 
identity morphism for X also be denoted by the symbol X. 
Now let J be a given Hopf algebra over R; and let i: R --f J be the unit map, 
w J @ J-+ J be the multiplication map, E: J - R be the counit map, and 
z,k J -+ J @ J be the comultiplication or diagonal map. Assume that J is 
finitely generated and projective as an R-module and that there exists an R- 
module homomorphism X: J + J such that QT 0 (h @ J) o 4 = i o E = rr D 
(J @ h) o #, The map X is called an antipode. Observe that J* is also a Hopf 
algebra with unit map E*: R + J*, multiplication map #*: J* @ J* -+ J*, 
counit map i*: J* --f R, and comultiplication map v*: J* + J* @ J*; 
E = e*(l) is the identity element of J*; and A*: J* + J* is an antipode for J*. 
In general, the term R-algebra will designate an ordered pair (S, CL) consisting 
of an R-module S and multiplication map PL: S @ S + S which is a homo- 
morphism of R-modules. Although most R-algebras considered in this paper 
will be associative and possess an identity element, for the present it is not 
assumed that TV is associative or that there is an identity element for CL. 
(1.1) DEFINITION. An R-algebra (S, CL) will be called J-Galois if: (1) S is a 
faithful, finitely generated, projective R-module; (2) there exists an R-algebra 
homomorphism 01: S + S @ J such that (a @ J) 0 ol = (S @ 9) 0 01 and 
(S 0 4 c 01 = s; (3) (P 0 J) o (S 0 4 is an isomorphism of S @ S onto 
s 0 J. 
The preceding definition is a generalization of Definition 7.3 of [2]. Condi- 
tion (2) of the definition may be summarized by stating that 01 is a homo- 
morphism of R-algebras with respect to which S becomes a counital, comodule 
over J. From a different viewpoint, S* is a coalgebra over R with comultiplication 
CL*, and 01*: S* @ J* -+ S* is a homomorphism of coalgebras with respect to 
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which S* becomes a unital, right J*-module. But if S* is a right J*-module 
with respect to CL*, then S is naturally a left J*-module with the module com- 
position given by the rule cr(~) = (S @ u)(w,(x)) for u in J* and x in S. 
Using the properties of Hopf algebras, we have the following result. 
(1.2) PROPOSITION. The R-algebra (J, V) is J-Galois with respect o the map 
#: J- JO J. 
For a J-Galois algebra (S, p), let y = (p @ J) 0 (S @ a). Since (a @ J) o cy = 
(S 0 $1 o 01, (y @ J) 0 (S @ cz) = (S @ I/J) 0 y. Therefore y is a left J*-module 
isomorphism of S @ S onto S @ J, where in each case the module structure 
arises from the J-Galois algebra which is the second factor in the tensor product. 
Equivalently y*: S* @ J* + S* @ S* is an isomorphism of right J*-modules, 
where in each case the module structure arises from the second factor in the 
tensor product. 
(1.3) DEFINITION. A J-Galois algebra (S, p) is said to have a normal basis 
if S and J are isomorphic as left J*-modules. Two J-Galois algebras are said 
to be isomorphic if there exists an R-algebra isomorphism between them which 
is also an isomorphism of left J*-modules. 
Letting G be a finite group, the group algebra R[Gj over R is a Hopf algebra 
with antipode determined by the mapping o to u-l for c in G. The R-module 
R[G] is freely generated by G, and the dual basis (ZIP / u E G} for R[Gj* is a set 
of pairwise orthogonal idempotent elements the sum of which is the identity 
element in the Hopf algebra R[G’j*. Note that R[Gj* is a commutative Hopf 
algebra and thus R[G] is a cocommutative Hopf algebra. 
(1.4) EXAMPLE. Let J = R[G]*; and let (S, p) be an associative R-algebra 
with identity element such that S is a faithful, finitely generated, projective 
R-module. If (S, p) is a J-Galois algebra, then G acts as a group of automorphisms 
of the R-algebra (S, CL) and 01 satisfies the rule a(~) = CoeG u(x) @ ziO for x in S. 
Conversely, if an action of G as a group of automorphisms of the R-algebra 
(S, cl) is given, then a map 01 which satisfies condition (2) of Definition (1.1) is 
determined by the preceding rule. Moreover, it can be readily verified that 
(CL @ J) o (S @ a) is an isomorphism if and only if Hom(S, S) is the crossed 
product of S and G trivial factor set. Also a J-Galois algebra (S, y) has a normal 
basis if and only if there exists an element x in S such that {u(x) 1 u E G} is a set 
of free generators for the R-module S. 
(1.5) EXAMPLE. Let J = R[G]; and let (S, CL) be any R-algebra such that S 
is a faithful, finitely generated, projective R-module. If S is J-Galois, then for u 
in G the idempotent elements nII, of J* act as projections of the R-module S. 
If K, denotes the image of v, , then the R-module S is a direct sum of its sub- 
modules K, , p(Kp @ K,,) C KOO , and the map 01 satisfies the rule U(X) = 
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lz oec v,(x) @ u for x in S and p, u in G. Conversely, suppose that for each g 
in G there is given a submodule K,, of S such that S is the direct sum of the K, 
and p(K,, @ KO) C K,, for p, u in G. If now vO denotes the projection of S onto 
K,, , then a map 01 which satisfies condition (2) of Definition (1.1) is determined 
by the preceding rule; and (CL @ J) 0 (S 0 ) x 01 is an isomorphism if and only 
if the restriction of p is an isomorphism of S @ K, onto S for each c in G. Since 
each K,, is a direct summand of the R-module S, it is a finitely generated, 
projective R-module. Assume now that (S, p) is J-Galois. Since the restriction 
of TV is an isomorphism of S @ K, onto S, the rank of the projective R-module 
K,, must be one and the restriction of TV must be an isomorphism of K, @ K,, 
onto K,, for p, o in G. If e denotes the identity element of G, the R-modules 
K, @ K, and K, are isomorphic, and so K, must be isomorphic to R as an 
R-module. Finally (S, p) has a normal basis if and only if for each u in G, K,, 
is a free R-module of rank one. 
Now let (S, CL) be a J-Galois algebra which has a normal basis. A left J*- 
module isomorphism between S and J may be used to transfer p to a multi- 
plication map ,%: J @ J -+ J, so that (J, CL) is a J-Galois algebra with respect 
tothemap$: J-JJJand(J,p) is isomorphic to (S, ,u). Since # must be an 
R-algebra homomorphism $0 t? = (ii @ 7r) 0 (J @ T @ J) 0 (# @ #). Therefore 
,C=(E@ J)o#o,E=( cop@rr)o(J@7@ J)o(#@#)andEo~isanelement 
of J* @ J*. Conversely, for any element u of J* @ J*, let ti be the map 
(u 0 4 0 (I 0 7 0 J) 0 64 0 $1 from J 0 J into J. Using the properties of the 
structural maps of the Hopf algebra J, it is easily verified that E 0 zi = u and 
II, 0 ZZ = (zi @ Z-) 0 (J @ 7 @ J) 0 (I/ @ I/). In particular, the R-algebra (J, ~2) 
satisfies properties (1) and (2) of Definition (1.1) if 01 is taken to be the map 4: 
J--JO/- 
(1.6) PROPOSITION. Let u be an element of J* @ J*. The R-algebra (J, zl) is 
J-Galois ;f and only ;f u is a unit in the ring J* @ J*. 
Proof. It is only necessary to prove that (li @ J) 0 (J @ #) is an isomorphism 
of J @ J onto J @ J if and only if u is a unit in J* @ J*. But using the co- 
associativity of I,$ it can be shown that (22 @ J) 0 (J @ 4) = (VT @ J) o (J @ 4) o 
(u @ J @ J) 0 (J @ 7 @ J) 0 (# @ #), and (71. @ J) 0 (J 0 4) is known to be an 
isomorphism by Proposition (1.2). The map (u @ J @ J) o (J @ 7 @ J) 0 (# @ #) 
is an isomorphism if and only if its adjoint, which is left multiplication by u in 
the ring J* @ J*, is an isomorphism of J* @ J* onto J* @ J*. Therefore 
(6 @ J) 0 (J @ 9) is an isomorphism if and only if u is a unit in J* @ J*. 
(1.7) PROPOSITION. Let u and v be units in the ring J* @ J*. The J-Galois 
algebras (J, ti) and (J, “) v are isomorphic z.. and only if there exists a unit w in the 
ring J* such that u . n*(w) = (w @ 6) . (c @ w) . v in the ring J* @ J*. 
Proof. If B is a left J*-module isomorphism of J onto J, then 8* is a right 
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J*-module isomorphism of J* onto J*, and so 8* must be left multiplication 
by a unit w in the ring J*. Moreover B = (w @ J) 0 #. Conversely, if w is a unit 
in J*, then the preceding rule defines a left J*-module isomorphism 0 of J onto J. 
Such a map 0 is an isomorphism of (J, zi) onto (J, 6) if and only if 0 0 zi = 6 o 
(0 @ 19). Since 0 is an isomorphism of left J*-modules, (J, 0 0 a) and (J, 6 c (B@O)) 
are J-Galois algebras with respect to the map 4: J -+ J @ J. From the properties 
of the structural maps of the Hopf algebra J, one obtains E 0 0 0 zi and E o 6 o 
(6 @ f3) are the products u. V*(W) and (w @ E) . (c @ w) U, respectively, in the 
ring J* @ J*. Therefore 0 o z? = 6 o (0 @ 0) if and only if u . r*(w) = 
(W @ E) . (E @w) . v in the ring J* @ J*. 
(1.8) PROPOSITION. Let u be a unit in the ring ]* @ ]*. The multiplication 
map zi is associative ifand only if(u @ 6) . (m* @ J*)(u) = (C @u) . (J* @ r*)(u) 
in the ring J* @ ]* @ J*. 
Proof. If J6 denotes the six-fold tensor product of J with itself over R, let 
w: J6 + J” be the R-module isomorphism which results from applying the 
permutation (2 4 5 3) to the factors of J”. Since 4 0 zi = (zi @ n) o (J ‘8 T @ J) o 
(# 0 99, 22 o (6 @ J) = (u 0 (fi @ J) @ r 0 (T @ J)) 0 w 0 (4 @ z,j @ 4) and 
ti 0 (J @ zi) = (U 0 (J @ 4) @ rr 0 (J @ TX)) 0 w 0 (I/J @ # @ #J). Since 77 is associa- 
tive, zi will be associative if and only if u 0 (?z @ J) = u 0 (J @ 6). But u 0 (zi @ J) 
=~~(~o~o/)~(Jo~oJoJ)~(~o~oJ)=(~o~o~~(~oI))~ 
w 0 ($ @ # @ #), which is the product (U @ 6) . (?r* @ J*)(u) in the ring 
J* @ J* @ J*. Similarly, u 0 (J @ zi) is the product (E @ u) . (J* $$ r*)(u) in 
J* 0 J* 0 I*. 
(1.9) THEOREM. If (S, CL) is an associative, J-Galois algebra which has a 
normal basis, then it has an identity element and the homomorphism CK S ---f S @ J 
maps the identity element of S onto the identity element of S @ J. 
Proof. There exists a unit u in the ring J* @ J* such that (S, f~) and (J, ti) 
are isomorphic J-Galois algebras, and it is sufficient to prove the theorem for 
(J, zi) taking ol to be the map 4: J + J @ J. Since i is the unit map of the Hopf 
algebra J, zi(i(1) @ X) = (u @ J)(i(l) @ #(x)) = ((i* @ J*)(u) @ J)($(x)) and 
ti(x @ i(1)) = (u @ T 0 J)(i(l) @ 1+5(x)) = ((J* @ i*)(u) @ J)(#(x)) for any ele- 
ment x in J. Also i* @ i* is a homomorphism of the ring J* @ J* onto R and 
c = (i* @ i*)(u) is a unit in R. Since 22 is associative, (U @ c) . (v* @ J*)(u) = 
(c 0 4 . (J” 0 v*)( 1. u m t h e ring J* @ J* @ J* by the preceding proposition; 
and the homomorphism i* @ i* @ J*: J* @ ]* @ J* -+ J* maps u @ E onto 
c * 6 and maps each of the other three factors in the preceding equation onto 
the unit (i* @ J*)(u) in J*. Therefore c . E = (i* @ J*)(u). Similarly, applying 
the homomorphism J* @ i* @ i*: J* @ J* @ J* ----f J* to the equation, it is 
seen that (J* @ i*)(u) = c . F. Consequently, rZ(i(1) @ x) = c . x = zi(x @ i(1) 
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for any x in J, and thus c-r . ;( 1) = ;(c-l) is the identity element for zi. Moreover 
t&c-l . i(l)) = c-1 . i( 1) @ i(1). 
2. COMMUTATIVE AND COCOMMUTATIVE HOPF ALGEBRAS 
If x is an element of R and p is a prime ideal of R, let R, denote the ring of 
fractions of R with respects to the multiplicative set generated by x, and let R, 
denote the ring of fraction of R with respect to the complement of p in R. If M 
and N are R-modules and a: M -+ N is an R-module homomorphism, let Al, 
(respectively MS) denoted M @ R, (respectively M @ R,), and let uz: (respec- 
tively u,) denote 0 @ R, (respectively o @ RP). For any associative, commutative 
R-algebra T with identity element, (M @ T) aT (N @ T) is naturally iso- 
morphic to M @N @ T and Hom,(M @ T, T) is naturally isomorphic to 
M* @ T. Therefore it can be easily verified that J @ T is a Hopf algebra over T; 
and if (S, p) is a J-Galois algebra, then (S @ T, p @ T) is a J @ T-Galois 
algebra. Henceforth let the Hopf algebra J be either commutative or cocom- 
mutative, and let (S, CL) be a J-Galois algebra. Then J is a finitely generated, 
projective, left J*-module according to the corollary to Proposition 1 of [4]. 
If S and J are free R-modules; then because of the isomorphism (p @ J) 0 (S @ a) 
of S @ S onto S @ J, S and J must have the same rank over R. Furthermore, 
even though /” is not assumed to be associative or to have an identity element, 
the arguments used in the proofs of Lemmas 1 and 2, Proposition 2, and the 
main theorem of [4] are still valid and yield the following result. 
(2.1) PROPOSITION. If the Hopf algebra J is either commutative or cocom- 
mutative and the structure space of maximal ideals of R has a basis of subsets which 
are both open and closed, then every J-Galois algebra has a normal basis. 
In particular, lettingp be any given prime ideal of R, (S, , pD) is a J,-Galois 
algebra with normal basis by the preceding proposition. It will now be argued 
that there exists an element x in the complement of p in R such that (S, , pz) 
is a J,-Galois algebra with normal basis. Since J is a finitely generated, projective 
R-module, J, is a free R,-module of finite rank and there exist ui ,..., u, in J 
such that ui/l,..., u,/l freely generate J, as an R,-module. Iffis a left J*-module 
isomorphism of J, onto S, , there exist elements s1 ,..., s, of S and an element w 
in the complement of p in R such that J(Ui/l) = Q/W for 1 < i < n. But then 
w/l *J is also a left J$-module isomorphism of J, onto S, . Consequently, it 
may be assumed that there is a left J$-module isomorphism 3 of J, onto S, 
such thatJ(ui/l) = si/l for 1 < i < n. Now let F be a free R-module of rank n, 
let (wz 1 1 < i < n} be a set of free generators for F over R, and let R-module 
homomorphisms g: F 4 J and h: F + S be defined by the rules g(v,) = ui 
and h(q) = So for 1 < i < n. By virtue of [I, Chapter II, Section 5, Prop. 21 it 
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is possible to choose an element x in the complement of p in R such that g, and 
h, are isomorphisms. Then f = h, 0 g;l is an R,-module isomorphism of Jz 
onto S, and the left Ji-module isomorphism j is induced from f. For any u in J 
and u in J* the equation f(o(u)/l) = o/l(f(u/l)) must be valid in S, in order 
that f be an isomorphism of left I,$-modules. But since J and J* are finitely 
generated R-modules, there are only finitely many such equations which must 
be satisfied and these equations are valid in S, for the induced map?. Therefore 
the choice of the element x in the complement of p in R may be modified so thatf 
is a left J$-module isomorphism of 1% onto S, . 
(2.2) LEMMA. Let J be a Hopf algebra which is either commutative or co- 
commutative, and let (S, p) be a ]-Galois algebra. There exists an associative, 
commutative R-algebra T with identity element such that T is a faithfully flat 
R-module and (S @ T, p @ T) is a J @ T-Galois algebra with normal basis. 
Proof. Let a be the ideal of R generated by those elements x in R for which 
1% and S, are isomorphic left Jz-modules. By the preceding argument, a cannot 
be contained in any prime ideal of R. Therefore a = R, and there must exist 
Xl Ye.., x, in a and y1 ,..., yn in R such that xr=, xi yi = 1. Taking T to be the 
direct product of the R-algebras R,( for 1 < i < n, J @ T and S @ T are 
isomorphic left J* @ T-modules since Jzi and S,< are isomorphic left Jzj- 
modules for each xi . Moreover, T is a faithfully flat R-module by [I, Chapter II, 
Section 5, Prop. 31. 
(2.3) THEOREM. Let J be a Hopf algebra which is either commutative or 
cocommutative. If (S, p) is an associative, J-Galois algebra, then it has an identity 
element and the homomorphism 0~: S + S @ J maps the identity element of S into 
the identity element of S @ J. 
Proof. Let (S, CL) be an associative, J-Galois algebra; and let T be an as- 
sociative, commutative R-algebra with identity element 1, such that T is a 
faithfully flat R-module and (S @ T, p @ T) is a J @ T-Galois algebra with 
normal basis. By Theorem 1.9, S @ T has an identity element and the homo- 
morphism ol @ T: S @ T -+ S @ J @ T maps the identity element of S @ T 
onto the identity element of S @ J @ T. Define R-algebra homomorphisms $1 
and & of S @ T into S @ T @ T by the rules &(s @ t) = s @ t @ 1 and 
&(s @ t) = s @ 1 @ t for s in S and t in T. It is easily verified that the identity 
element of S @ T is an element of the equalizer of & and & . But since T is a 
faithfully flat R-module, the equalizer of & and & is S w S @ R. Thus the 
identity element of S @ T lies in the subalgebra S of S @ T and is an identity 
element for S. Since 010 T maps the identity element of S @ T onto the 
identity element of S @ J @ T and T is a faithfully flat R-module, 01 must map 
the identity element of S onto the identity element of S @ J. 
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3. HARRISON COHOMOLOGY 
Throughout this section assume that J is a cocommutative Hopf algebra, or 
equivalently that J* is a commutative Hopf algebra. For each positive integer n, 
let (J*)” be the n-fold tensor product of the R-algebra J* with itself; for 1 < 
i < II, let di: (J*)” -+ (J * ) n+l be the R-algebra homomorphism determined by 
applying the comultiplication map r* to the i-th factor J* in (J*)“; and let 
R-algebra homomorphisms do and d,,, from ( J*)n to (J*)n+l be defined by the 
rules d,,(x) = E @ x and dnfl(x) = x x 6 0 f or x in ( J*)n. Also let (J*)O = R, 
and for R-algebra homomorphisms of R into (J*)’ = J*, take do = d, = E*. 
The homomorphisms di satisfy the cosemi-simplicial identities di 0 di = 
d,+lo di if i < j; and for any covariant functor L from the category of com- 
mutative rings with identity element to the category of abelian groups, a cochain 
complex C( J*, L) is defined by setting C”( J*, L) = L(( J*)n) and taking the 
coboundary map 6”: Cn 
C;=‘,’ (- l)i . L(di) 
(J*,L) + Cnfl( J*, L) to be the alternating sum 
f or n > 0 if the group composition is written additively. 
The cohomology groups of this complex are the Harrison cohomology groups 
with respect to L, and the n-th cohomology group of this complex will be 
denoted by H”( J*, L). Notice that the coboundary map from C”( J*, L) into 
Cr( J*, L) is the zero map, and so H’(J*, L) is the subgroup of cocycles in 
Cr( J*, L). Let U denote the units functor which assigns to a commutative ring 
with identity element its multiplicative group of units, and let P denote the 
functor which assigns to such a ring the Picard group of isomorphism classes 
of finitely generated, projective modules of rank one over the ring. Propositions 
1.7 and 1.8 relate the coboundaries and cocycles in U(( J*)“) to J-Galois algebras 
having normal bases, but there is also a connection between J-Calois algebras 
and J*-modules which represent elements of Hl(J*, P). 
If T and T’ are rings which are commutative and have identity elements, and 
if 4 is a homomorphism of T into T’ which maps identity element onto identity 
element; then T’ becomes an algebra over T via the map 4 and, for any unital 
T-module &I, M @r T’ is a unital T’-module. The T’-module M @r T’ will be 
denoted by M, . Now let X be a J*-module and consider Xd, for the homorphism 
dl = rr* of J* into (J*)“. Since (7 @ J) 0 (J @ (CI) is an R-module isomorphism 
of J @ J onto itself, /3 = (J* @ #*) 0 (x* @ J*) is an R-module isomorphism 
of (J*)2 onto itself. Furthermore, since 4 is cocommutative, /3 is an automorphism 
of the R-algebra (J*)“. If x is an element of X and p, (T are elements of J*, then 
B(f 0 4 = Q~*(P) . (c 0 4 in (/*I” and thus the elements x @ /3(p @ 0) and 
p @ (e @ u) of Xd, = X @Q,* (J*)” are equal. Therefore an R-module iso- 
morphism 0 of X @ J* onto Xd, is given by the rule 0(x @ c) =: x @ (E @ u) 
for x in X and 0 in J*. Since X and J* are J*-modules, X @ J* is naturally a 
( J*)2-module, but 0 is not an isomorphism of (J*)a-modules. Forming the 
(J*)2-module (X @ J*). , however, (X @ J*)a and X @ J* are isomorphic 
R-modules, since /3 is an automorphism of (J*)“. It is readily verified that a 
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(J*)a-module isomorphism of (X @ J*)s onto Xd, is induced by 0. Thus X, 1 
will be identified with (X @ J*)a . 
(3.1) PROPOSITION Let J be a cocommutative Hopf algebra. If (S, CL) is a J- 
Galois algebra and y = (p @ J) 0 (S @ 01), then S* is a Jinitely generated, 
projective J*-module of rank one, y* is a ( J*)2-module isomorphism of (S*)dl onto 
S* @ S*, and u = (S @ c) o y. Conversely, if the ordered pair (X, 7) consists 
of a fmitely generated, projective J*-module X of rank one and a ( J*)2-module 
isomorphism 71 of Xd, onto X @ X, and TV = (X* @ c) 0 T* while 01: X* - X* @ J 
is the adjoint of the J*-module composition X @ J* --+ X, then (X*, PC) is a J- 
Galois algebra and T* = (CL @ J) 0 (X* @ a). 
Proof. As a consequence of [l, Chapter II, 5, Thm. 21 and [l, Chapter II, 
3, Thm. I], the first assertion of the theorem is true if it is true for the J*,- 
Galois algebra (S, , pD) f or every prime ideal p of R. Since the Jz-Galois 
algebra (S, , pLg) has a normal basis for any prime ideal p of R, no generality 
is lost by assuming that the J-Galois algebra (S, CL) has a normal basis. Then 
there exists a unit u in the ring (I*)” such that (S, p) and (J, ti) are isomorphic 
J-Galois algebras. In particular, S and J are isomorphic J*-modules, and 
hence so are S* and J*. Identifying S and J by this isomorphism, y = 
(zi @ J) 0 (J @ I/J) which in turn equals (r @ J) 0 (J @ #) 0 (u @ J @ J) 0 
(J @ 7 @ J) o (# @ #) since 3 is associative. Therefore y*: J* @ J* + J* @ J* 
is the map u . p which is a ( J*)2-isomorphism of (J* @ J*)e onto J* @I J*. 
Finally, since E is the counit map of J, (J @ E) 0 y = 6. 
Now suppose that X is a finitely generated, projective J*-module of rank one. 
Since J, and hence J*, is a faithful, finitely generated, projective R-module; 
it is readily verified that X, and hence X* also, is faithful, finitely generated, 
projective R-module. Suppose further that there exists a (J*)2-module iso- 
morphism 9 of Xd, onto X @ X, identify Xd, with (X @ J*)o , let p = 
(X* @ c) 0 7*, and let 01 be the adjoint of the J*-module composition X @ J* --t 
X. The second assertion of the theorem is true if it is true for the ordered pair 
(X, , q9), where p is any prime ideal of R. But J*, is a semilocal ring by [l, 
Chapter V, Section 2, Proposition 1 and Proposition 21, and X, and J*, must be 
isomorphic J$-modules by [l, Chapter II, Section 5, Prop. 51. Therefore no 
generality is lost by assuming X = J*. But then r) is a ( J*)2-module isomorphism 
of (J* @ J*)e onto J* @ J*, and if u = q(~ @ 6) then 7 must be the map u . ,L3: 
J* @ J* ---f J* @ J*. Since 7 is an isomorphism u must be a unit in the ring 
(I*)“. But in the preceding paragraph, it was shown that r] is the adjoint of 
(zi @ J) o (J @ #) and (J @ c) 0 v* = li. Thus the proof is completed. 
By the use of the preceding proposition, it is possible to view a J-Galois 
algebra as an ordered pair (X, 71) consisting of a finitely generated, projective 
J*-module X of rank one and a ( J*)2-module isomorphism 77 of Xdl onto 
X OX, and this viewpoint will be adopted now. A J-Galois algebra (X, 7) 
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has a normal basis if and only if X and J* are isomorphic J*-modules; and it 
can be readily verified that two J-Galois algebras (Xi, Q) and (X2, Q) are 
isomorphic in the sense of Definition 1.3 if and only if there exists a J*-module 
isomorphism 19 of X1 onto X2 such that (0 @ 0) 0 Q = ~a o (0 @ J*). Given two 
J-Galois algebras (Xi , Q) and (X2 , ~a), a J-Galois algebra (X, , ~a) may be 
obtained by letting X, be the tensor product of the modules Xi and X2 over J* 
and letting ~a be the tensor product of the maps 7l and 7z over (J*)“. Letting 
Z’(J) denote the set of isomorphism classes of J-Galois algebras, an associative 
and commutative binary composition on T(J) is induced by this construction. 
Moreover T(J) is a monoid since the isomorphism class of (J*, /3) is an identity 
element for this binary composition. If u and z’ are units in the ring (J*)2, then 
the product of the &morphism classes of (J*, u . ,!I) and (J”, v . /I) is the 
isomorphism class of (J*, u . z, . p); and so a monoid homomorphism K of 
U((J*)“) into T(J) is defined by assigning to a unit u of (J*)” the isomorphism 
class of (J*, u p). If X is a J*-module, then the (J*)2-module X @ X is 
naturally isomorphic to the tensor product of Xd, and Xd, over (J*)“. Therefore 
a monoid homomorphism h of Z’(J) into Hr(J*, P) is defined by assigning to 
the isomorphism class of a J-Galois algebra (X, 7) the isomorphism class of 
the J*-module X. 
(3.2) THEOREM. If J is a cocommutative Hopf algebra, then T(J) is a group 
and the following is an exact sequence of groups: 
0 -+ H1( J*, U) - U( J*) -L U(( I*)“) -I?-t T(J) -5 ffl( J*, f’) - 0. 
Proof. It is sufficient to show that the sequence displayed in the statement 
of the theorem is an exact sequence of monoids. Then the monoid T(J) will be 
an extension of a group by a group, and therefore T(J) must also be a group. 
An element of the kernel of h is an isomorphism class of a J-Galois algebra 
(X, 7) such that X and J* are isomorphic J*-modules. But then (X, 7) is 
isomorphic to a J-Galois algebra of the form (J*, u . /I) for some unit u in the 
ring (I*)“. Therefore the kernel of h is contained in, and thus equal to, the 
image of K. From Proposition (1.7) it follows that the kernel of K is the subset 
of coboundaries in U(( I*)“) or the image of the coboundary map 6, while 
H’(J*, U) is the subset of cocycles in U(J*) or the kernel of 6. 
Now let (S, p) be a J-Galois algebra in the sense of Definition (1. I). Since 
(S @ 6) 0 01 = S, p is associative if and only if the maps 1 = (p @ J @ J) 0 
(P 0 S 0 J 0 I> 0 (S 0 S 0 7 0 I) 0 (S 0 010 4 and J2 = (P 0 J 0 1) 0 
(S@,U@ J@ J)o(S@S@T@ J)o(S@or@~)fromS@S@Sto 
S @ J @ J are equal. If u is a unit in the ring ( J*)2, then (J, zi) is a J-Galois 
algebra with a! = 1). By retracing the proof of Proposition (1.8) and using the 
coassociativity of 4 it is found that ci = (rr @ J @ J) o (71. @ J @ J @ J) o 
(JOJO~OJ)~(~iOJO~O~) 0 w 0 (4 @ 4 @ #), where vi is the product 
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(u @ c) . (n* @ J*)(u) and va is the product (c @ u) . (J* @rr*)(u) in (J*)s, 
and w: J6 + J6 is the R-module isomorphism which results from applying the 
permutation (2 4 5 3) to the factors of J6. In this case [f is the R-module 
isomorphism which results from applying the automorphism (/3 @ J*) o 
(J* @ T) 0 (/3 @ J*) o (J* @ r) to (J*)s and then multiplying by vi for i = 1 or 2, 
and <,* o (Q-l: (J*)” ---f (J*)” ’ j t 1s us multiplication by the coboundary 6~. For 
any J-Galois algebra (S, p) and any prime ideal p of R, the J,-Galois algebra 
(S, , pD) has a normal basis, and so (<T), is an R,-module isomorphism for 
i = 1 or 2 and (c,* 0 ([f)-l), is multiplication on the (J*,)s-module (S*,)” by a 
coboundary in U((J$)3). S ince it is true at every prime ideal of R, [t is a R- 
module isomorphism for i = 1 or 2 and 1;: 0 (4:)-l is an automorphism of the 
(J*)3-module (S*)3. Then (S*)3 is a finitely generated, projective (J*)3-module 
of rank one and the automorphism 1;; 0 ([;)-I must be multiplication by a unit z 
in the ring (J*)s. But then z/l is a coboundary, and hence (1 - Sz)/l = 0 in 
(I*,)” for every prime ideal p of R; and it follows from [l, Chapter II, Section 3, 
Cor. I, to Thm. l] that I - 62 = 0. The same cocycle z in U((J*)“) is obtained 
for each member of the isomorphism class of (S, CL) by the preceding construc- 
tion, and so a map E of the set r(J) into the subgroup of cocycles of U((J*)“) 
such that 5 0 K is the coboundary homomorphism 6 is determined by the 
preceding construction. Because (S, , pD) is a J,-Galois algebra with normal 
basis for any J-Galois algebra (S, CL) and any prime ideal p of R, it is easily 
argued that [ is a group homomorphism. Letting A(J) denote the set of iso- 
morphism classes of associative, J-Galois, A(J) is the kernel of E. The first row 
of the following commutative diagram of exact sequences is obtained from 
Theorem (3.2). 
0 --j u((J*)“)/s( U(J”)) --+ T(J) ----f H’(J*, P) __f 0 
1 1’ lo 
0 --+ Ker 6 --w wJ*)“) ?-t XJ”)“) 
The exact sequence of the following theorem is obtained from the kernel- 
cokernel exact sequence associated with the preceding diagram. 
(3.3) THEOREM. If J is a cocommutative Hopf algebra, then A(J) is a group 
and the following is an exact sequence of groups with maps I?, A, and 5 induced by 
the maps K, h, and 6, respectively: 
0 A H2( J”, U) _L7_t A(J) L- H1( J*, P) d- H3( J*, U). 
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